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Preface

What is DEEP LIVING?
You’ve just been given the invitation to Deep Living. Perhaps this sounds 
intriguing, but what does it actually mean? How’s deeply living different 
from everyday life?

My Thread
We all have a thread that runs through our lives. It shows itself when we 
pay attention to our inner voice. 

I grew up on a farm just outside a small midwestern town of twenty-
five hundred people. On some levels, it was a simple life. Although I 
haven’t lived on a farm since I was eighteen, to this day I relish my deep 
connection to the land and the sky. 

For as long as I can remember, I’ve been drawn to the big spiritual 
questions of life. I have vivid memories of sitting on the well-worn steps 
of an old farm building as a child, gazing into the night sky, filled with 
awe. As I wondered about my place as a human being in the vast and 
mysterious universe, feeling both inspired and scared about my own life, 
I intuitively knew that this experience of being part of a bigger universe 
was core to life. 

Not knowing who to talk with about this wondrousness and the adventure 
ahead, this innate knowing eventually receded. As happens for so many 
of us, over time, I lost track of the sacred and majestic nature of life, and 
I got on with what I thought life must be about.
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I was fortunate, for, along the way, I’ve had many teachers, some of 
whom I sought and others who seemingly just appeared. I unexpectedly 
came to know one during my early professional years working at the 
United Cerebral Palsy Association. There, a young woman about my 
age named Terri gave me a lesson in the power of the human spirit. She 
was a wheelchair user who lived in a nursing home due to the extent of 
her physical care needs. With no speech or control of any of her limbs, 
she enthusiastically became the subject of a documentary which she 
wrote over months and months, pointing to one letter at a time using 
a headstick. She named the video “Don’t Just Look.” The subtitle could 
have been, “See Deeply at What’s Inside; Recognize Who Is Here.” I feel 
her influence still.

For over twenty years, I had the great pleasure of serving on the faculty at 
three different universities where I taught dozens of undergraduate and 
graduate courses in leisure theory, recreation therapy, leadership, wellness, 
and research. With a diverse student body, my most important challenge 
was to discover ways to deeply connect with students so that they might 
have a meaningful and real learning and growth experience. I co-authored 
what turned out to be a leading-edge textbook, Therapeutic Recreation: 
An Ecological Perspective; contributed sometimes controversial articles 
in professional, juried literature; served as an editor for professional 
journals; gave numerous keynote speeches; and presented hundreds of 
workshops and conference sessions to professional groups. 

But after a period of time, something began gnawing at me and it wouldn’t 
quit. I was in my late thirties when my inquiry into the not-so-visible 
aspects of life—the deep terrain of the human soul—was reignited. I still 
have a clear image of a particular longtime professor walking on campus 
with slumped shoulders, his head down. I sensed the waning of his life 
energy and decided I would not let my own life force be diminished in 
this way.

I had told my students at the beginning of every semester that I was in 
the classroom because I loved it, stating that if and when I felt that the fit 
was no longer right, I would leave. There, I claimed my intention to live 
from the inside out.
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While life was really pretty good, I eventually felt an inner pull toward 
something else. The source of my inner discomfort could not be resolved 
even by the love of my husband, my passion for teaching, and my 
wonderful friendships. It was time to act. But what did that mean? 

The first step was to resign from the university.

It was a painful but necessary separation, and I didn’t expect what 
happened next. On this mighty mission to live from the inside out, I 
discovered that what I found inside lacked direction and purpose. I was 
filled with self-doubt and fear and was almost paralyzed by depression. 
If this is what my inside had to offer me, it could only mean big trouble. 
At some level I trusted my choice to resign, and at another level, serious 
questions remained. I had read a lot about overcoming limiting ideas, 
feelings, and other distortions of the small self. And now here they were 
in blazing glory; obstacles that I just couldn’t get over. These experiences 
held a great deal of energy, and magnified something that I had long held 
as a secret—there was something innately wrong with me. 

So, I did everything I could to fix myself—not knowing that this would 
automatically take me in the wrong direction, as “fixing” isn’t a useful 
strategy. (But more on this topic in the book!) While this was an important 
time in my development, one experience nearly left me unraveled. I 
attended a workshop with a well-known self-help speaker and author. 
With some desperation, I told her about my insistent lack of direction, 
and she recommended that I not sleep until I got clarity! Had I followed 
her recommendation, I certainly would be dead.

With more self-exploration and research in various opportunities, 
I discovered work that deeply resonated with my heart, education, 
professional and life experience, and belief in the human capacity: 
coaching. I created my coaching and education company in 1997 and 
had the great fortune to work with wonderful people, most of whom were 
leaders in their own fields and in the midst of some kind of life transition.  

Still, I sensed that something core was waiting to be uncovered.   
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Shock Waves
About the same time, I was reintroduced to a body of work that I had 
learned about a decade before, but hadn’t pursued. This reintroduction 
sent shock waves through what I had taken to be “me.” 

I learned that my whole inner experience was largely the result of an 
interrelated web of psychological, emotional, physical, spiritual, and 
neuro-biological systems which were wired in a specific, unique way.  
I could hardly believe that what felt like my very private, personal 
experience was shared with about one-ninth of the world’s population, 
and there were eight other seemingly private interpretations of life that 
were quite different from mine. What I felt had been missing in my life 
really wasn’t, and was—shockingly—right in front of my nose…a part of 
the fabric of my life that I hadn’t had the lens to see.  I came to realize that 
external influences certainly interacted with and influenced each of our 
lives in unique ways, but they did not cause my state of being. And they 
certainly did not need to determine my future.

It was the first half hour on the first night of a weeklong training on the 
Enneagram with Don Riso and Russ Hudson. In advance, I had decided 
to attend just this one training to give me further insights for myself and 
perhaps my clients. As one not prone to having sudden alternative reality 
experiences, I was again shocked when I felt the touch of invisible hands 
on my shoulders, gently shaking me, and heard the emphatic words, 
“This is your work. …This is your work!” With tears rolling down my 
face, I had no idea what that meant, but I said yes. 

Over time, it became crystal clear that I had long mistaken what it meant 
to live from the inside out. In fact, I had significantly misinterpreted what 
the inside actually was. 

I began to see that I had interpreted each of my inner feelings, thoughts, 
and ideas as a truth of my inner experience. They weren’t. How stunning 
to discover that it was the conditioned reactions of my personality that 
I was taking so seriously, taking as the truth. They weren’t. It turned out 
that I had been missing a vast and hidden dimension of life that exists 
beyond and below the experience of the personality. I was on the journey 
of a lifetime. Bit by bit, more depth was revealed. I was experientially 
learning about deep living.
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Life is full of interpretation. My dad was a farmer and an amateur historian. 
We always had copies of a magazine in our home called Palimpsest, A 
History Magazine of Iowa. It wasn’t until cleaning out my parents’ home 
in their final years that I rediscovered copies of the Palimpsest and was 
fascinated to learn the meaning of the term. A palimpsest is a parchment 
or other writing material from which one or more records had been 
erased to give room for later writings. But the erasures were generally 
not complete and researchers were given the task of deciphering and 
translating the fragments of earlier texts. 

It occurred to me that each of our lives has an element of the palimpsest. 
There are layers in our lives: some have been pushed away, some have been 
held onto, and some have been completely hidden. The parallel between a 
palimpsest and our individual lives continued with more questions: Just 
what is this material that the layers of our lives have been written on? 
And who has done the writing? What wants to be revealed? What part 
wants to remain hidden? I found that continuing to ask the questions and 
using them as guides kept leading me into more sacred territory. 

Deep Living Is Revealed
Having the great privilege of writing Deep Coaching: Using the Enneagram 
as a Catalyst for Profound Change and teaching professionals in the Deep 
Coaching Institute, I surely have learned as much as I have taught. I’d 
been encouraged to write a companion book to Deep Coaching after it 
was published. That’s how this book started out—as a small guidebook. 
But apparently that’s not what this book wanted to be!

Through my studies and after hundreds of honest conversations with 
students, clients, colleagues, and people I met seemingly at random, I 
know that my experience of not having the inner and outer life aligned 
is a universal experience. Our lives may differ in terms of the outward 
appearances, but this internal experience is part of the larger human 
journey. 

With years of studying with some of the world’s leading presence and 
transformational teachers and the transmissions they shared, along with 
discoveries that came from my own inner exploration, the real meaning 
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of living in alignment became clear, and what I came to call the deep 
living approach™ made sense. Basically, it means: 

n   going below the historic storyline of our life to heal and to discover 
the deeper truth 

n   having enough awareness to get unhooked time and time again 
from a profoundly addictive substance—which is the idea of who 
we take ourselves to be 

n   experiencing what is beyond our self-image
n   building our innate capacity for accessing our deeper intelligence
n   being profoundly compassionate and accepting of our life’s journey
n   being open to rare perspectives and the paradoxes of our life which 

are sure to astound us
n   discovering our true nature

Why I wrote DEEP LIVING
I have always been in awe of the human spirit and this journey that we 
are all on. I sometimes weep over the suffering that is part of the human 
condition, and I rejoice in the magnificence of true nature. And I know 
that every person is part of this magnificence.

Everyone on the planet is here to heal, to fulfill their soul’s calling, and 
to express their most authentic and exquisite qualities. Yours is your 
birthright. 

From my perspective, the Enneagram is the most profound system for 
transformation. Whether you are a longtime meditator, have studied a 
great system of spiritual wisdom, have done years of therapy, or are newer 
to the realm of self-knowledge and transformation, the Enneagram can 
offer you precise insights not easily arrived at through other means. 
Wherever you are in your soul’s journey and whatever traditions or 
tools that you currently follow in your psychological and spiritual work, 
the Enneagram can fill in many missing pieces and help accelerate 
your evolution. Deep Living translates and integrates the Enneagram 
throughout this journey of development, awakening, and evolving.

Along the way we encounter what some call our demons, which we begin 
to redefine and experience differently in light of our new understandings 
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and changing relationship to ourselves. We encounter more frequent 
glimpses and experiences of our expanded nature. 

What I’ve learned along the way is that all of life is an invitation to drop 
into our depths, open into our hearts, and see clearly what is really here. 

I wrote this book to be a shepherd and companion as you walk your 
own path. It is offered with the deepest reverence for your soul’s journey, 
along with an invitation to meet yourself with compassion beyond 
anything you have ever known. At its heart, the book and I welcome 
you to the whole of who you are, held in the arms of loving compassion 
so that how you know yourself becomes transformed into a knowing of 
the precious being that you are. 

— Roxanne Howe-Murphy 
Santa Fe, New Mexico
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